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Lose weight fast, boost energy levels, and improve overall well-being by eating the healthy,

delicious foods that once nourished the ancient Aztecs with this high protein, low-fat diet that

features the miraculous chia seed as its cornerstoneWhile poor nutrition and disease

abounded in medieval Europe, a civilization across the Atlantic built a vast empire throughout

Central America, sustaining themselves on ancient grains during long journeys and frequent

battles. Crucial to their high-protein, low-fat diet was a superfood called chia. These remarkable

little seeds are packed with a 8 times the omega-3’s of salmon, 6 times more calcium than

milk, 3 times more iron than spinach, 15 times more magnesium than broccoli, 4 times more

selenium than flax, and 5 grams of fiber in just 70 calories, making them nutritive dynamite.In

this highly readable, easy-to-follow diet book, Dr. Bob Arnot shows readers how to lose weight,

boost their energy levels, and improve their sense of well-being by eating the healthy, delicious

foods that nourished the ancient Aztecs. With chia at its center, this diet features foods with few

fats and oils, no refined sugars, no wheat, and foods that are high in protein. Readers will not

only reset their metabolism and drop pounds, but they will also feel more energized and clear-

headed. The three phase plan allows readers to jump-start their weight loss with a two-week

chia smoothie quick-start. The second phase, with a mix of chia smoothies and solid meals,

will leave readers feeling revitalized and still shedding pounds. The final phase shows readers

how to flexibly sustain a new, healthy lifestyle.We’ve all heard the dangers of the modern

Western diet-obesity, heart disease, diabetes. But Dr. Bob Arnot points out that it leads to so

much more, such as raging internal inflammation and wild fluctuations in our blood sugar that

affect our mood, energy levels, and sense of wellbeing on a daily basis. Arnot presents an

easy, delicious, and flexible set of healthy swaps, meal plans, and superfood additions to

combat this dangerous cycle of poor diet, health problems, and low energy that will make you

look and feel like an entirely new person.
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AuthorCopyrightAbout the PublisherSCORING FOODSScoring foods is how we discovered

that Aztec foods have the best nutrition profiles of the smorgasbord of foods available today,

500 years after the fall of the Aztec Empire.Scoring systems are rapidly gaining popularity, so

you may have seen some of them at the supermarket. Whole Foods Market uses the ANDI

(Aggregate Nutrient Density Index) scale, which scores foods based on their nutrient contents

on a scale from one to 1,000. CSPI (Center for Science in the Public Interest), a food

organization I greatly admire and reported on for years, reveals not only a food’s impact on

your health, but the effect of its cultivation on the environment and even animal welfare.We’ve

pored through all the most important scientific databases to identify healthy foods for you, and

throughout this book you will find tables that reference various criteria we have used to rate

foods. The data in these tables come from sources such as the USDA’s National Nutrient

Database for Standard Reference, the most extensive source of nutrition data. You may find

Whole Foods ANDI scale and Conde Nast’s NutritionData website the most useful because

they make it so easy to look up individual foods. If you’d like to know more about the scoring

categories, you can read more in the descriptions that follow. You may also want to visit the

following websites, which are excellent resources for determining the carb loads of your

favorite foods. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2584181/bin/dc08-1239ex.html

(University of Sydney tables) http://nutritiondata.self.com(Conde Nast’s SELF NutritionData)

http://www.mendosa.com/gilists.htm(a useful list of CLs for many common foods) http://

www.health.harvard.edu/newsweek/



Glycemicex_and_glycemic_load_for_100_foods.htm(Harvard University)SCORING

CATEGORIESANDI:The Whole Foods Market rating system tallies all nutritional elements to

determine an overall score between one and 1,000. The higher the score the more nutritious

the food. This system highlights the all-important micronutrient content in fruits, vegetables,

beans, and grains.CL:Carb load, also known as glycemic load, is most helpful for grains, and

will help you steer clear of carb bombs. CL measures the rise in blood sugar caused by a food

based on the amount of carbohydrate in the food. The very best foods have CLs in the

single digits. Foods with a CL of 10–20 are considered moderate. Stay away from carb

bombs that have CLs of 20 or higher. Chia has a CL of just one.If you’re trying to lose

weight quickly or get your blood sugar firmly under control, aim for a daily total CL of 50. The

upper limit of what’s considered healthy is 100.Fullness:Foods with high scores in this category

will fill you up; low scores will leave you wanting. Hot dogs, for instance, have a very low

fullness score, which is probably why people often go back for seconds and thirds at

barbecues!Inflammation:High positive numbers in this scoring system mean that a food is an

antioxidant with anti-inflammatory properties. Negative numbers indicate that a food causes

inflammation in the body. Aim for a daily score of 50 or higher. Any food that scores "�200 or

lower qualifies as a flame thrower! Steer clear. Inflammation is highest in refined grains and

lowest in vegetables.Fat percentage:In the meats section we list the percentage of total

calories in each meat that is comprised of fat. This number quickly identifies the most efficient

proteins, or those that give you the most amount of protein and fullness with the least amount

of fat. A quick look at the table shows that turkey and chicken are highly efficient while hot dogs

are not. There are also some cuts of beef that are quite lean.Omega-6 and Omega-3s:These

numbers indicate quantity rather than a scoring system. Choose foods that have high amounts

of omega-3s and avoid those with lots of omega-6s. For some foods we note the ratio of

omega-6s to omega-3s. The highest omega-3s are found in fish and chia. The highest

omega-6s are found in vegetable oils and certain nuts.AAS (Amino Acid Score):There are 9

essential amino acids, which are the building blocks of muscles and other tissues. AAS

measures the number and type of amino acids in a food. The higher the score, the higher the

quality of a protein. An AAS of 100 or higher signifies a complete protein. You may be surprised

to learn that chia, quinoa, and black beans all rate higher than most cuts of meat.Other

nutrients:We list quantities of relevant nutrients to help you select foods that are low in calories

and high in protein and fiber. For instance, we have a table showing the amount of calcium

found in dairy products and substitutes to be sure you’re getting enough.CHAPTER 1THE

AZTEC DIET AND THE MIRACLE SEEDHow are you?”“Never better,” I answer, every time I’m

asked. I mean it. In all my years I’ve never felt better, looked leaner, worked more productively,

or performed better at sports. Why? I’ve dropped the foods that have poisoned so many of us

for so long and embraced the foods of the ancient Aztecs—foods that give me boundless

energy, a bright mental attitude, and endless creativity. How is all this possible? With the Aztec

Diet! By following the guidelines in this book, and the eating habits of a mighty ancient

civilization, you will soon find yourself feeling the same.The Aztec Diet will transform your body,

health, mind, attitude, and life by harnessing the power of the ancient Aztec superfood chia,

and eliminating the foods that wreak havoc on our systems: carb bombs (foods like bagels,

pretzels, granola, pancakes, and enriched spaghetti, which jack up blood sugar and leave you

ravenous when they plummet) and flame throwers (foods like white flour, white rice, and flour

tortillas, which bring sky-high levels of inflammation into the body).Two out of three Americans

eat diets loaded with these dangerous foods. That means that you most likely eat foods every

day that wreak havoc on blood sugar, weight, health, and mood! No wonder you’ve been



having a hard time keeping your energy up while trying to diet! The blood of most people on a

classic, carb-loaded Western diet has become a poisonous, angry stew of altered hormones

and elevated blood fats, inflammation, cholesterol, and sugars. The carbs spike blood sugar to

unmanageable highs; a nasty cycle ensues as the blood sugar level crashes, creating

ravenous hunger for more carbs to boost blood sugar back up. This makes us feel fatigued and

sluggish on a daily basis. Sound familiar? Eventually we get sick, suffering heart disease,

stroke, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure, Alzheimer’s, and death.The incredibly great

news, though, is that this cycle can be broken quickly and easily. As simple as it sounds, you

can eradicate these dangers by changing the foods you eat with the Aztec Diet. You do not

have to be fatigued. You do not have to be overweight. A skinnier, more energetic, healthier,

and happier you is possible.In this book we’ll teach you how to change the foods you eat by

calling on one of the most successful civilizations in history. Eating the foods of the Aztecs,

who for centuries dominated all of central Mexico, will: Kill your cravings Brighten your

mood Supercharge your energy Melt the pounds awayYou won’t have to use raw

willpower or endure gnawing hunger. The Aztec foods will do the job of losing weight for you.If

you struggle to manage a high carb load, feeling light-headed, shaky, lethargic, and starved

when your blood sugar comes crashing down, the Aztec Diet is for you. If you, like so many,

have tried a million diets and still have trouble controlling your weight, the Aztec Diet is for you.

Give your body a break. Give yourself a break. You haven’t failed at dieting, the foods you eat

have failed you, and your key to success is in the following pages.Too good to be true? Not at

all. In fact, we have centuries of proof that the Aztec diet works effectively: Aztec foods are

the healthiest foods on the planet and fueled one of the most powerful empires in history. They

include beans, corn, turkey, fish, vegetables, fruit, and super grains such as amaranth, bulgar,

quinoa, and one that you may never have heard of but will change your life: chia. Substituting

these foods for high-carb, high-sugar, high-fat foods will quickly render you the leanest, fittest,

and most energetic you’ve ever been. AD foods are filling and taste great! The foods in this

diet are packed with nutrients and can radically change your metabolism. Most so-called diet

foods have little flavor and are only marginally healthier than the foods that make us fat. You

don’t have to sacrifice taste to lose weight. The AD is simple so you can sustain it

anywhere, anytime without complicated meal plans, calorie counting, or prepared meals or

bars. At the diet’s most basic level, there is a simple morning smoothie and a few basic

substitutions to your current diet. I lead a fast life on the run and have no time for complex

shopping lists or food preparation. I prepare my breakfast smoothie, which is rich in every

imaginable nutrient, in fewer than 60 seconds. Time is one of the biggest roadblocks to eating

well, so one of the major breakthroughs of the AD is that it turns great food into fast food.

Losing weight on the AD happens quickly and effectively, preventing the feelings of frustration

or failure that cause people to abandon healthy eating. With a kick-start to your weight loss,

you’ll be incredibly pleased with your progress and much more likely to keep going. With

Aztec foods at the core of your diet, you can reward yourself with treats so you don’t feel

deprived. You can splurge when you want and return to this core when you’re tired, you’ve

gained a few pounds, or you’re just feeling unhealthy. You’ll be amazed at how easily you can

recover from weddings, holidays, and vacations. Now you can enjoy those events without the

guilty dieter’s mentality, knowing that returning to the Aztec foods will quickly get you back to

fighting weight.THE MIRACLE SEEDAs a physician, author, fitness enthusiast, endurance

athlete, and medical journalist, I’ve always had an eye out for the next big nutritional

breakthrough. In working as a medical correspondent for Dateline, the Today show, the NBC

Nightly News, CBS This Morning, and the CBS Evening News, I discovered that nutrition



stories make the most interesting news because they are so immediately actionable and have

such a big impact on our lives. I can tell you, however, that true breakthroughs don’t happen

often. Diet books, superfoods, and supplements offer new hope, then fizzle fast.So, when a

great friend, Lizzie Hinckley, said she had a miracle food product, I politely put her off. Lizzie’s

an amazing ski racer, sailor, and horsewoman. During winters in Stowe, Vermont, we’d ski

downhills against each other. Side by side we’d hit 50 miles per hour racing to get to the bottom

first. It was pure, terrifying exhilaration. In the summer we’d pit our endurance against each

other on epic 70-mile bike rides. With a staggering power-to-weight ratio, Lizzie climbed like a

gazelle, while I struggled to keep her in sight.One day in late February 2010, after a downhill

on Mount Mansfield’s Hayride racing trail, Lizzie shared her secret. She dropped a shiny bag

onto the backseat of my motorcycle. I left it out in the snow for days. She kept texting me: “Did

you try it?” I finally took the bag off my prized Ducati racing bike, dusted off the snow, and went

straight to the FDA nutrition label on the back of the package. No. Could it be true? Five grams

of fiber in just 70 calories? The rest of the ingredient list read like a bestseller. I could hardly

believe that so many nutrients could be packed into just one food.I logged on to the Internet to

read about chia. Gram for gram, it outperforms all of the world’s healthiest foods. Chia has:

8 times more omega-3s than Atlantic farmed salmon, the most in any whole food 6 times

more calcium than milk 3 times more iron than spinach 2 times more fiber than bran

flakes 15 times more magnesium than broccoli 4 times more selenium than flaxI’ve

always been a fan of supergrains. I eat whole-grain breads and the highest-fiber cereals; I love

quinoa and amaranth, the golden grains of the Aztecs. But chia? I’d never heard of it. After a

quick Google search I was mesmerized.The chia story began in 2500 B.C., but the little seed

later acquired its fame from the Aztec warriors. The Aztecs cultivated amazing foods that gave

them the strength and energy to build one of civilization’s great empires. One of those was a

super seed called chia. Corn, chia, and beans were the Aztecs’ three staple foods. But it was

chia alone, which they called “the running food,” that sustained Aztec warriors during their long

journeys and frequent battles. When wounded in battle or on hunting expeditions, the Aztecs

packed their wounds with this “miracle seed” to help fight infection. Chia was so fundamental to

the Aztecs’ success and beliefs that the Spanish burned the vast chia production fields as part

of their campaign to destroy the Aztec civilization. This agricultural annihilation, the Europeans’

superior fire power, and the diseases they carried proved too much for the Aztecs, who

vanished into the mists of time.After the Spanish defeated the Aztecs, chia grew wild in the

American West and Mexico, but disappeared from large-scale agricultural production and was

largely forgotten. That’s why you may have heard of supergrains like quinoa or amaranth, but

not chia. Native Americans grew and ate chia for hundreds of years after the Spanish

destroyed the chia fields. These hardy warriors found that chia provided so much energy that

they could run messages all the way from the Colorado River to the Pacific Ocean, or spend

days hunting on foot with no more than chia to eat, often just two spoonfuls per day. They

crossed deserts in extreme heat with little water or food, except chia. Edward Palmer, in his

botanical travels over deserts and through Mexico, wrote in 1891 that chia was one of the “best

relished and most nutritive foods.” Today, superathletes use chia as a fuel for grueling long-

distance bike races and professional sports.Chia regained some popularity in the 1960s in

California health food stores. Food scientist Dr. Al Bushway bought his first chia in 1978 and

has studied it at the University of Maine in the Department of Food Science and Human

Nutrition since the early 1980s. Agricultural production only began to scale up again in 2005. It

wasn’t until the last few years that a serious effort was put into scientific study of chia’s

benefits, and not until the spring of 2010 that its remarkable effect on weight loss began to



emerge. Awareness of the little seeds got a big boost in 2009 with the publication of

Christopher McDougall’s book, Born to Run, which put most endurance athletes in awe of the

Tarahumara Indians from Mexico’s Copper Canyon. They ran staggering distances, up to 200

miles in one session, with the ease that most of us use to cross our living rooms, eating little

but chia.I was sold based on the nutritional benefits but dreaded the taste test. I poured ground

chia onto my cereal. No taste at all! Then I tried it in water. The ground seeds expanded and

softened in the liquid but, again, no real taste. In almond milk, the ground chia added a

pleasant texture. It is such a great mixer that it was easy to incorporate into my diet. For a

similar nutrient value I could eat ten bowls of brussels sprouts, cauliflower, spinach, or broccoli

—or four scoops of chia. What a no-brainer! What an incredibly easy way to pack in nutrients

and lose weight without consuming massive amounts of vegetables!Chia is easy to add to your

diet and needs little preparation. If you buy whole seeds you should grind them in a coffee-

bean or other grinder, as whole seeds tend to pass through the digestive system, and eat them

right away so they don’t go rancid. We recommend buying ground or micro-sliced chia, the best

of which won’t go rancid and can be added directly to foods and drinks, sprinkled and stirred

right in. Chia is most effective when hydrated, so adding it to liquids (especially smoothies!) is

the best way to go. Consider investing in a high-speed blender such as a Vitamix to make your

smoothies. For more on these, see page 34.I turned next to my own nutritional challenge. I had

been stuck at 208 pounds for five years and was as heavy as 225 when my wife was pregnant

with our first son. No matter how hard I tried, no matter how much I starved myself or how

much I exercised, the best I could do was to hit 203, only to bounce back up to 208. I’d tried all

the diets: Atkins, South Beach, Zone, you name it. Part of the problem was that I was pretty fit

and just couldn’t lose those last 15 pounds. I knew that if I could stop eating in the late

afternoon I could lose a pound per day with all the exercise I do, but I just couldn’t stand the

brain-drain from low blood sugar, and the hunger pangs would drive me to raid the fridge in the

evenings. Chia changed everything. I ate a scoop at 3:00 P.M. At midnight I had eaten nothing

else. How could it be? No hunger pangs No loss of brain energy No shaky feeling of

low blood sugarI was stunned. Then I started to look at the scale. Every day that I wanted to, I

lost a pound. In fact, I had to hold myself back from losing too much weight too quickly. When I

added up the calories, I was eating only 800 a day. Too little. I had to back off the chia so I’d

lose weight more slowly. But the scale still amazed me: 204, 203, 202, 201, 200. Two hundred?

I hadn’t been there in twenty years. Then my weight started to plummet: 198, 196, 194, 192. I

was a different person metabolically and physically. As an avid amateur bike racer, I had never

raced faster. I was beating kids in their twenties. I could do things like lunges, which I hadn’t

done since junior high! I felt fantastic. At 188 pounds I was healthy and lean and stunned at the

effectiveness of chia.Chia didn’t only help me drop pounds. It gave me an enormous sense of

calm and quiet energy. It allowed me to work long hours each day and preserve intense energy

for killer workouts on cross-country skis, downhill racing skis, bikes, and paddleboards. It also

gave me self-control. Two years ago I approached dinner buffets like a vacuum cleaner. Now I

walk into dinners fearlessly, knowing that I can pick at them like a fussy kid.Eager to share

chia’s incredible benefits, I created a diet with this grain as its cornerstone. It may seem odd to

focus a diet on a single food, but chia is so nutritious and so filling that it’s an unparalleled

powerhouse. Chia serves as a gateway food, demonstrating just how powerful one food can

be, then lures dieters into making other spectacular choices.Phase One of the Aztec Diet,

which consists of three chia smoothies a day plus snacks, launches a total metabolic

breakthrough.In Phase Two, you can accelerate your weight loss by adding a well-chosen

lunch to fuel your transformed metabolism.Phase Three returns to regular meals consisting of



the healthiest premium foods on earth, primarily foods of the Aztecs.Finally, there is advice for

recovery when (not if) you give in to the urge to splurge. We all do it. To expect it and have a

plan for recovery makes all the difference. I can hardly wait to go back on the Aztec Diet after

big dietary indulgences. I recently came back from a trip to the Middle East and Africa the

heaviest I’d been since first beginning the Aztec Diet. I was up to 203.8 pounds by the time I

got home, but within a week I was at 198.2 pounds. Within three weeks I was back at 189

pounds.The Aztec Diet is the culmination of my lifelong, worldwide search for the very best

foods and the most effective diet of all time. We’ve done the homework for you. We’ve ranked

foods according to their carb loads (the lower the better!) and other important nutritional

information; we offer meal suggestions, recipes, and strategies for sound sleep, exercise, and

coping with tough situations. This time, losing weight will be easy, and it will stay off!HOW TO

USE THIS BOOK:Most of you reading this book have weight to lose. All of you probably suffer

from fatigue and could use a big boost in energy. You fight cravings for foods that only make

matters worse. Whether you realize it or not, your bodies suffer from unnecessary

inflammation, causing pain and threatening illness.Use this book to feel better. The next

chapter will explain in detail why the Aztec Diet works. After that, the book will guide you

through losing weight, eliminating cravings, calming inflammation, increasing energy, and

learning healthy eating habits you can use for the rest of your life.Part I will help you change

your metabolism and guide you through fast, effective weight loss with a diet of three chia

smoothies each day.Part II will replace the midday smoothie with a carefully chosen lunch to

propel you past the classic dieters’ plateau. You’ll fuel your body for productive afternoons,

making exercise a true pleasure.Part III is your guide for making smart, nutritious food choices

for the rest of your life. You’ll learn how to select foods, gather new recipes, and garner tips on

sleeping well and incorporating exercise into your life.Much more than a weight-loss plan, this

book will teach you how to feel the best you ever have in your life.CHAPTER 2WHY THE

AZTEC DIET WORKSOn most diets you’re running on empty with brain-searing hunger,

stretching the upper limits of self-control. Acid churns in your stomach as digestive enzymes

gush into your intestines after each tiny morsel. You’re famished within minutes after eating.

You watch time tick by, counting down until your next meal, and each minute seems like an

hour. On the Aztec Diet, you’ll feel better than you ever believed you could. This is because the

AD accomplishes five incredibly powerful tasks:1. Fills you up2. Dumps the carb bombs3.

Douses the fire inside4. Pours on the supernutrients5. Makes your brain feel

greatLet’s take a look at why these things are so important and how they work to help your

weight plummet.1. FILL ’ER UP!The first benefit of the AD is that you stay full so you don’t

have to suffer. Here’s how it works.Food Expansion Within the StomachThe AD gives you a

natural way of decreasing the available space for more food in your stomach, which signals to

your brain that your stomach is full, so you stop eating. Stomach bypass surgery for the

severely overweight has become the most successful weight-loss measure on record. Part of

that procedure severely shrinks the stomach so it can’t hold a lot of food. At the cutting edge of

medical research, doctors are implanting mechanical devices in the stomach that expand to fill

it up and make the patient feel full. Chia mimics these surgical successes naturally by

expanding up to seven times its size in your stomach, drastically decreasing the space

available for food and making you feel full. The AD is the first diet to take full advantage of this

principle.Food Volume: Eat More to Weigh LessThe AD gives you a large volume of food to

keep you full. Most diets err by giving you too little food, often food that is densely packed with

calories. I can’t believe the “diet” dinners I see in the frozen foods section of the supermarket.

Pancakes. Pizza. Yikes! Sure, the portions are small and the calories are few, but let’s be



honest. Just how long would you last after eating a small wedge of frozen pizza before wanting

to dive into something else? If you eat the right foods, you can eat them until you’re sated.The

gratifying success story of the Hawaiian Diet exemplifies the eat-more-to-weigh-less concept

better than any other. In the 1990s native Hawaiians had the worst health-care statistics of any

population in the United States. Obesity and diabetes were so prevalent they endangered an

entire culture. Dr. Terri Shintani, who trained at the Harvard School of Public Health, made a

basic appeal to Hawaiians: return to your cultural and spiritual values by embracing the foods

of your ancestors.According to Hawaiian lore, Wakea, Father Heaven, bore a son named Haloa

with Daughter of Earth. Born prematurely and shaped like a bulb, the child died and was buried

at one corner of the house. The couple’s second-born was a strong, healthy son, also named

Haloa, who became the ancestor of all the Hawaiian people. He was to respect and care for his

elder brother, who would come to be known as taro, the root of life. Taro, in turn, would nourish

Haloa and all his descendants. Taro has remarkable health benefits, including weight-loss

properties and a carb load of only 2. By returning to taro and other traditional foods, Hawaiians

could triple the volume of food they ate, yet lose vast amounts of weight, because their foods

were dense in nutrients, not calories.Soon it was clear that this worked. For a CBS broadcast, I

profiled a man known as “Big Ed.” Ed was really big, weighing 425 pounds. His blood sugar

soared to 800, his cholesterol reached 285, and he required 80 units of insulin a day. Dr.

Shintani showed Big Ed pictures of his ancestors, who were tall, lean, muscular people

standing alongside monster surf boards. Rather than lecture Big Ed on the dangers of fast

foods, Shintani encouraged him to embrace the values of his Hawaiian heritage. Ed did so with

vigor. Best of all, he didn’t have to starve; he was told to eat as much as he wanted. Since

native Hawaiian foods are high in fiber and low in calories and carb load, he was so satiated

that he couldn’t finish his meals. We later demonstrated this striking difference in food volume

for a Dateline NBC show on the Hawaiian Diet. We showed two plates side by side, one

bearing 1¾ pounds of fast food, the other piled with 4¼ pounds of traditional Hawaiian foods.

While the Hawaiian plate contained much more food, it had far fewer calories and much less

cholesterol, fat, and sugar.When we returned to Oahu, Big Ed had lost 150 pounds, his blood

sugar and cholesterol were within the normal range, and he had stopped taking insulin. The

diet was so successful that the governor and his cabinet also embraced it with remarkable

success. I fell in love with the concept. I found Shintani a publisher for the book he’d written

about the diet and wrote its foreword. What I found so alluring about Shintani’s approach was

its contrast to the stern and widely ignored public health warnings. By imploring people to

embrace their culture, heritage, and spiritual values, the Hawaiian Diet proved an incredible

success. Researchers worldwide are finding that traditional plant foods of indigenous cultures

can benefit all of us. Look into your own ethnic background for foods that made your ancestors

lean and healthy, and embrace them. Or go straight for the most powerful foods of all: Aztec

foods.Slowed Stomach EmptyingChia breaks down slowly so it slows stomach emptying

naturally, keeping you full far longer than other foods do. People on the Aztec Diet routinely tell

me that hours go by without their ever thinking about eating. This is especially useful in the late

morning, midafternoon, and evening, when we’re most tempted to overeat. With chia on board

you’ll find that temptation evaporates. New mechanical devices are attempting to slow stomach

emptying.1 You can delay emptying in a completely natural way with chia.Slowed

AbsorptionChia is absorbed more slowly from the small intestine into your bloodstream than

most Western foods so you remain satisfied hours longer than after your usual meals. This also

means that you’ll have a smoother, slower rise of sugars and fats in the blood after meals.

Since rapidly falling blood sugar makes us ravenously hungry, the foods of the AD will take



away the enormous craving that so many of us have developed for sugar. Even when you

indulge in sweet treats, the AD will slow the absorption of that sugar to blunt its

effect.WHERE’S THE EVIDENCE?2A classic study by Dr. Vladimir Vuksan, published in the

European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, showed that high doses of chia (Salvia hispanica L.)

decreased appetite 60 minutes, 90 minutes, and 120 minutes after eating. This also decreased

the usual rise in blood sugar that follows a meal rich in carbohydrates. This decrease in blood

sugar after AD meals may also explain the improvement in blood pressure, coagulation, and

inflammation levels. Chia does that by helping you slash your carb load, as we’ll see next.32.

DUMP THE CARB BOMBS!Being full makes it much easier to shed excess sugar. An

enormous amount of the carbohydrate we eat is excess sugar and is just plain wasted. Our

blood sugar levels spike as our bodies look for an emergency location to store the vast

amounts of sugar we pour into our stomachs. Where does it go? You guessed it. That storage

depot is FAT. The average American eats more carbs than our systems were designed to

handle at any one meal and far more than our bodies have been able to adapt to in the mere

century since sugars and refined foods became widely available. Constant spikes in blood

sugar wear out the body’s ability to handle sugar. Insulin is used by most of the body’s cells to

absorb glucose from the blood for use as fuel and for storage. As the pancreas struggles to

produce more and more insulin, it finally just gives up. The result is diabetes. Without enough

insulin, we quickly get sick.A critically important point to take away from this book is that a

sharp rise and subsequent fall in blood sugar is one of the greatest causes of hunger. By

eating foods that don’t spike your blood sugar, you’ll prevent one of the most vexing problems

in the American diet. Most people know that sweets will spike their blood sugar (and pile on the

pounds!), but most of the grains we eat also contain too many sugars for the body to handle at

one time. Complex carbohydrates with high carb loads are the real villains in our diets. They

look like perfectly innocent foods, but when they land in the stomach they unload a huge

packet of sugar that overwhelms the body’s ability to handle it. Think of these carbs that appear

moderate—bagels, bread, rice cakes, nonfat fruit yogurt, and pancakes—as carb bombs. Food

grenades! Tossing one into the stomach spews damage in every direction. The excess sugar

stresses every aspect of our bodies and damages our blood vessels and internal organs.The

Mighty RiverHere’s another analogy. Picture a mighty river like the Mississippi. The river has a

maximum amount of water it can handle. When massive rainfall exceeds that amount, the river

overflows its banks, destroying everything in its wake: bridges, schools, homes, cars, levees,

and crops. The extra water does nothing to improve the flow of water downstream or the

function of the river. It’s only destructive. The same is true of excess sugar in our bloodstreams.

The sugar overflows its banks like a mighty river, wreaking havoc in our bodies. We feel

momentarily good as our blood sugar spikes and then dreadful as it falls. In fact our brains

panic. Because the brain’s main fuel is sugar, when it senses a drop we feel famished and race

to eat even more sugar.Smooth Blood Sugar LevelsAD meals are designed with just the right

amount and quality of carbohydrates for our bodies to handle smoothly so our blood sugar

levels don’t spike. This curtails the tremendous excesses that have caused the largest obesity

epidemic in history. How fast does the transition to a smoother blood sugar level take? It

happens literally in the span of a single meal. That is the enormous metabolic breakthrough of

the AD. The lean, nutrient-dense foods of the AD don’t spill any sugar. Carb bombs are

replaced by stunning grains that will change your life forever. With no more carb bombs, there

are no blood sugar spikes, no cravings, and no weight gain. The body is primed to shed

weight.Carb Load (CL)This number will be the key to your new eating habits. Each

carbohydrate can be measured for its ability to raise blood sugar levels. The result is scored as



a single number we call carb load (scientifically referred to as glucose load). Low CLs are 1–

10, moderate 10–20, and over 20 is considered high. A food with a high number, like white

bread, will cause your blood sugar to soar and then crash.You might find online sites that list

the glycemic index of foods; please note that this is not the same as carb load or glucose load,

though they are related. The glycemic index measures the speed at which a carb releases

glucose into the bloodstream. Carb or glucose load measures both the speed of glucose

release and the amount of carbohydrate in the food for a more complete picture. For you

mathematical types, the formula looks like this:CL = GI x the amount of carbohydrate in a 100-

gram servingHigh carb load puts both men and women at greater risk for obesity and diabetes,

according to pioneering research conducted over the last fifteen years by the Harvard School

of Public Health. (Also a major risk factor, researchers found, is low cereal fiber consumption.)

Harvard’s legendary professor Walter Willett concluded that the vast majority of diabetes can

be prevented. The National Institutes of Health’s analysis reinforces his finding, asserting that

as much as 80 percent of type II diabetes can be prevented.Pay attention to your overall carb

load per meal and per day. Adding a 12-ounce Coke to a lunch of black bean salad will give

you a modest rise in blood sugar, but if you consume a bowl of spaghetti, two rolls, and a slice

of pizza, you’ll suffer a major spike in blood sugar. A small square of chocolate causes only a

small rise in blood sugar, whereas a half loaf of white bread causes it to soar. If you eat cereal

for breakfast, crackers for snack, a sandwich for lunch, and pasta for dinner, your overall carb

load for the day will be sky high. In this book you’ll find tables listing carb loads for many foods.

The scores vary slightly across different databases but they’re good indicators of what a food

will do to your blood sugar. Feel free to look up foods yourself using the links on page xv. Get to

know these numbers well; they’re your new best friends!Let’s have a look at three levels of carb

loads: 0–10, 11–20, and 21+:CARB OVERLOAD, THE SCOURGE OF HUNTER-

GATHERERSThe devastating effects of carb overload are best illustrated by the plight of

hunter-gatherers who shifted suddenly to carb-heavy Western diets. In the 1960s geneticist

James Neel developed a theory that a genetic adaptation allowed hunter-gatherers to store fat

and calories with great efficiency so they could survive between kills and during times of

famine. This “thrifty gene” enabled the survival of the Aztecs, Native Americans, indigenous

Hawaiians, New Zealand’s Maori, Arabia’s bedouins, Canadian aborigines, and countless

others whose meals were found sporadically and at long intervals. When they encountered the

modern Western lifestyle and diet, these groups suffered the greatest weight gain in history

and a savage epidemic of diabetes. Famine was no longer a problem. Tribes no longer had to

wait for a kill to eat. The thrifty gene that had once allowed their survival became a terrible

handicap when hunter-gatherers encountered Anglo foods that contained far more sugar and

fat than their bodies could handle. Virtually all of these traditional peoples now suffer from

punishing levels of obesity and diabetes.The story of the Pima Indians best illustrates this

tragic turn and the devastating power of high carb loads. The Pima came to North America

across the land bridge roughly 34,000 years ago. With the whole continent at their disposal

they chose to settle in the great Sonoran Desert with its scorching summer temperatures

because, instinctively, they found that it grew the food that made them healthiest. Many crops

contained a “sticky substance,” or soluble fiber, which satiated them and allowed them to eat

few calories while still maintaining a vigorous lifestyle.The Pima thrived until Anglo settlers

arrived, took their best land, and diverted the Gila River, disrupting a 2,000-year-old system of

irrigation and agriculture. Beginning in the 1850s the Pima were increasingly constrained.

Eventually, placed on a flour and lard diet of U.S. rations, the Pima rapidly gained weight. Their

diet changed from high fiber and low fat (15 percent) to low fiber and high fat (40 percent). Now



95 percent of Pima age 35 and older are severely overweight. Half of them have type II

diabetes, compared to one in 25 people in the general U.S. population. Amputations are so

prevalent that children believe them to be standard treatment for diabetes. The obesity and

diabetes lead to other afflictions, such as blindness, kidney failure, heart disease,

hypertension, liver cirrhosis, and tooth decay.I traveled to the Sierra Madre mountains of

Mexico to visit another population of Pima. These people were rail thin with boundless energy. I

met a 106-year-old man with whom I chatted long into the night. These Pima have very little

diabetes, one-third less than the American population. Their diet? Beans, corn tortillas, salads,

and peaches. While visiting them and sharing their foods I had boundless energy. Make a

mental image of the two Pima populations and see what the right—and wrong—foods can do

to you.3. DOUSE THE FIRE INSIDEYou can bet that every overweight person you see is

ablaze inside with raging inflammation. Research from Harvard’s School of Public Health’s

Department of Nutrition shows that many foods that make us fat also pour inflammation into

our bodies—every time we eat them, meal after meal, snack after snack. This makes the heart,

lungs, brain, and other organs an angry, inflamed mess. A view inside inflamed coronary

arteries is like looking at a bad case of acne: bright red artery walls with big yellow pimples

ready to pop. Unlike most diets, the AD ranks foods based on inflammation so you can avoid

the ones that are toxic.We like to call the most inflammatory foods flame throwers. By contrast,

AD foods can douse the fires of inflammation because they are packed with powerful

antioxidants. In the very first hour of your new diet you began to soothe the inflammation in

your body. If you tally your AD foods for the day, your antioxidant (inflammation) score should

be 50 or higher. Inflammatory diets score negative 1,300 or worse. Individually the examples

above are not the worst foods, but the effect of the daily total is staggering. Stay away from

those flame throwers!Here are examples of anti-inflammatory foods with positive scores. The

higher the number, the better.4. POUR ON THE SUPERNUTRIENTSRing Dings, Twinkies,

french fries . . . I’ve snacked on junk for years, and I know how quickly it washes through you.

You pull into a drive-through and pick up a cheeseburger and fries. After fifty miles on the

highway, you’re ready for another! Ever wonder why you continue to crave food when you feel

full? It’s because you didn’t get all the nutrients you need. You’re missing what we call

micronutrients—minerals, vitamins, and antioxidants. Your body is on the hunt for these specific

nutrients, and you’ll remain hungry until your appetite for them has been satisfied. Millions of

Americans eat many more fat and carbohydrate calories than they need because they’re not

getting the micronutrients they should. Research shows that 92 percent of Americans are

lacking in one or more of the essential vitamins or minerals.In a two-year study at Penn State,

7,500 people ate a diet that contained foods high in micronutrients (vitamins A, B6, C, folate,

iron, calcium, and potassium) but low in caloric density. The researchers found that the

subjects drank fewer caloric carbonated beverages, consumed less fat, and ate fewer calories.

Here’s what they said:“A high-micronutrient-density diet mitigates the unpleasant aspects of

the experience of hunger even though it is lower in calories. Hunger is one of the major

impediments to successful weight loss. Our findings suggest that it is not simply the caloric

content, but more importantly, the micronutrient density of a diet that influences the experience

of hunger.” They conclude that a high-nutrient-density diet can lead to weight loss and

improved health.The AD is brimming with nutrients, not calories. Satisfying that hunger for

micronutrients will pave the way for truly sustainable weight loss and can also diminish disease.

A 2010 study of flavonoid intakes, for example, found that high anthocyanin levels increased

good-cholesterol levels.4 Participants with the highest anthocyanin intake (predominantly from

blueberries and strawberries) had an 8 percent reduction in risk of hypertension.5 A powerful



superfruit, blueberries are one of the AD’s top ten fruits.You don’t have to take my word that

Aztec foods contain staggering amounts of nutrients; one number says it all. Whole Foods

Market’s Aggregate Nutrient Density Index (ANDI) rates foods’ nutrient content to guide

consumers toward healthy choices. Add up the ANDI scores for a chia smoothie and you’re

over 3,000. The ANDI score for a hamburger, fries, and milkshake? It’s only 70! We’ll use ANDI

throughout this book to compare foods.You already know you should cut bad foods out of your

diet, but the AD helps you add good things. Nutrients will make your mood soar and your

waistline shrink. You’ll feel great, and the numbers on your next blood test will further prove the

point. Nearly all of our Aztec dieters saw their cholesterol, inflammation, and blood sugar levels

plummet.5. MAKE YOUR BRAIN FEEL GREATYour brain operates through a system of more

than a trillion neurons that carry signals from one part of the brain to another. Think of those

neurons as wires. If wires are old and tired with frayed casing, they conduct electricity poorly

and at slow speeds. The latest efforts in neuroscience are aimed at improving the quality of the

neuron, each one of which may have 10,000 connections! AD foods that are high in omega-3

fatty acids and a supplement we recommend called SAMe vastly improve the quality of the

neuron, making it far more plastic with improved transmission. (See the “Supplements” section

in the Appendix for high-quality brands of SAMe.) Such foods can even facilitate higher

production of the neurotransmitters that allow one neuron to activate the next more readily. I

describe this benefit as just plain feeling smarter. Complex projects suddenly seem simpler.

The AD will unleash tremendous mental energy you may never have known you had. You’ll

wow yourself and your boss by working longer and better than ever. When I wake up, I swear

I’m the clearest, smartest, and hardest working of my whole life. I find work a great pleasure

and difficult tasks easy to perform.REVIEWThis chapter may have seemed like complicated

science, but the bottom line is simple. Keep your carb and inflammatory load low. The AD does

the work for you, with meticulously constructed, delicious, filling meals. After your very first low-

carb-load meal, your metabolism will start to change. Your blood sugar level will smooth out.

The strain on your body will ease as you won’t have to produce as much insulin. You’ll feel

calmer and more energetic. I notice the effects even today. I’ll return from a business trip full of

airline meals, fast foods, and dreadful dinners feeling old and haggard. The next morning, after

my first chia smoothie, a sense of tremendous calm washes over me and my mental energy

soars.So, to review, just remember the five key principles: fill ’er up, dump the carb bombs,

douse the fire inside, pour on the supernutrients, and make your brain feel great. Then the

weight will start dropping. My friends and patients say this is the easiest weight loss they’ve

ever experienced. And it’s weight that stays off!
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Curtis C. Morgan, “Lost 12 # in first 20 days - put me in the 'believer' column!. I am 71, retired,

and devote several hours a week to fitness, gym workouts, cycling, and, preparing healthy

food. Two years ago, I lost 30# in six months, following Arnot's earlier book, "Revolutionary

Diet". Then, I plateaued, for 18 months: no further weight loss. I do compete in, and win,

athletics events on a national level (mainly, jumps and throws). My point here is, I was already

in the 95% percentile, physically.As Beth, my wife, was to be away for a month, I jumped on the

A.D. plan, bought the Vitamix ($450!!) blender, and went with Bob's initial program. For me, it

worked exactly as advertised: you do get a big loss up front (16# in 30 days, in my case).

Personally, I find fruit smoothies to be delightful. Vegetable-based ones require some additional

creativity. I treat them as a dip (scoop them up with slices of mushrooms, Wasa crackers, or

pour them over a bowl of cooked kale), and/or flood the veggie smoothie with hot peppers or

other favor bombs. On Beth's return, I will be ready for the next (less-smoothie-oriented) phase,

however, so far, so very good!A.D. also works hand-in-glove with "The China Study" (Dr. Colin

Campbell); very highly recommended. You are (and, your health is), what you eat (by and

large). Dr Campbell documents, via numerous scientific studies, how proper nutrition is all that

is needed to control...diabetes...heart disease...high blood pressure, very nearly, every serious

illness that ail us, given our fat-, sugar-, and carbohydrate-saturated Western diet.”

Steven Mitchell & Debra Robert, “Feel Good. I really appreciate this "diet". It's really a way of

life. There are great recipes and I lost 10 lbs the first week. I have had the book for 2 weeks. I'm

incorporating the recipes into what I usually do. I always tried to eat well and followed raw food

for a while and macrobiotics years ago. I stopped eating eat wheat about 6 months ago and

was eating a shake, usually once a day at least. WIth the 3 shakes a day, I wasn't hungry. It is

true what Arnot says about the Chia seeds making you full. I got the book because I remember

him from TV and liked him. I did adjust some recipes here and there, but overall there's lots of

recipes that are easy. I now buy the Chia seeds from Costco. They come in a 2 lb. package for

$11. They are not organic. Does anyone know if that matters greatly with Chia?”

kim, “Aztec Diet. I bought this book after researching Chia seeds. I had been doing the Adkins

diet for 6 weeks and was stuck at 141#. I do the Adkins eating more chicken and veggies in

smaller portions rather than eating tons of red meat and huge helpings. My daughter told me

about Chia seeds and how they can help...So I read the book and started the diet 10 days

ago. I also added to my daily 1.5 mile walk Zumba. I have lost around 7 pounds. I honestly can

say I'm not hungry, I feel so much better mentally and physically, I have no indigestion, and I

have tons of energy! I am amazed.What I have been doing since I work, I make one massive

smoothie in the morning and split it up for my meals. I have snacked only 3 times total as I'm

just not hungry.What I'm not crazy about it that the book leaves you wanting more information

and details. There isn't a whole lot of info about many foods so I have to wonder how long term



this can be if the food list is so small. Like he talks about adding Agave but then doesn't have it

on the approved sweetener list. It's things like that that kept this from being a 5 star.Again, as

for the diet itself, 5 star for sure!!”

Amanda Lye, “Great diet, easy choices, and easily modified to your lifestyle as you choose. I

lost a lot of weight and my joints felt really great after following the diet for a week. I had to

modify the amount of chia and some of the recipes, but overall, REALLY good advice and

simple choices. I suffer from Rheumatoid arthritis, so this diet was a winner, even after getting

pregnant a third time and returning easily to the regime.”

G. Morningstar, “It sounds very natural.... As far as will this Diet work for me? I HOPE SO! Dr.

Bob Arnot has been a fixture on the morning shows, like TODAY, Good Morning America, and

The CBS Morning show for YEARS, I personally remember him from the late 80's and has

always been there with healthy eating practices and such. Easy Diet to follow, I'm drinking a

smoothie right now. If you are NOT ready to change what and how you eat, don't try this. I'm

very fussy about what I eat, and I'm following this diet EASILY!  Thank you Dr. Bob!”

Ruth S., “Excellent, Useful Book. I did not purchase this book as a weight-loss diet, but for its

information about eating a healthy, nutritious diet. It breaks foods down into categories, rating

them from excellent to poor along these guidelines, and offers some good recipes as well. I

have actually been following the guidelines in this book for several months (I took it out of the

library before purchasing) and I definitely feel more energetic. I also had joint pain for a while

and had to do specific exercises every morning in order to get up and about and functioning -

not unusual for an 83 year old. However, this pain just seemed to disappear. I have actually

purchased several copies, giving them to my children and friends and, most recently, my

dentist's assistant.”

Robin Guidotti, “Finally a diet that works!. I am a female in my late 50's and this is the only diet

that has worked for me. I have tried many diets out there; I won the weight loss challenge at my

gym on this diet. I'm kind of tired of hearing people say "oh, I couldn't just do smoothies for a

week or 2." These are the people that will never lose any weight. The chia smoothies help you

to feel full most of the time and curb your hunger. If I gain a pound or 2, I go back on phase 2 of

the diet and the weight comes right off.”

JH, “Five Stars. great book”

Mary-Ann Bourgeois, “my family physician recommended this book. my family physician

recommended this book. He doesnt believe in an all shake or juice diet but this isnt about that,

It gives you what you need to know to eat healthy foods, and when to eat them, The best part

is it isnt a do this and not that book, it gives you options and insight on the Aztecs and how

they lived and ate..I never ate chia seeds before but they really did help me get healthy and

maintain my weight.”

Steph and Rikk Buijs, “Lifechanger for Health. Thank you Dr Bob for writing this book. This has

become a very important food in our lives and I can't believe how energetic and clear we feel.

The recipes are amazing, your recommendation for the type of Chia is spot on, and we feel

that this has fueled us for even more wellness in our lives. Thanks again for this very important

research.”



Norma Petsche, “Four Stars. Easy to follow.  Not really Aztec per se.  The recipes are good.”

The book by Bob Arnot has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 176 people have provided feedback.
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